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A publication from the staff of Metropolitan Forestry Services, Inc.

A MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF DAN CHRISTIE...
Our spring newsletter always has lots of ‘stuff’ concerning your trees
and shrubs. We try to be as informative as possible without boring you
with scientific data. There are many exciting things happening in the
arboriculture field and we can’t get it all in our brief newsletter. You can
get more information on topics that interest you on our website. Check
it periodically for updates on the latest in arboriculture.
The wacky weather has taken the lead in causing plant problems - if you
remember the cold damp spring, well into May, followed by the extreme
heat into July. It was also exceedingly dry well into the early winter. I’m
afraid this has taken a toll on many of our old white oaks, white pines,
and spruces. If you did not fertilize and treat the roots of your older
trees you should consider it. It will take more TLC to pull some of the old
natives through.
Call us if we can help. – Dan Christie
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Last April reports emerged on declining Norway Spruce,
Colorado Blue Spruce, and White Pines. The decline was caused
by a new lawn weed control product, Imprelis. This product was
introduced the previous fall by Dupont. Since then it has been
a catastrophe for landscapers and a multi-million dollar problem
for Dupont.
MFS applies no lawn products but we have been trying to get
the facts out and help wherever possible. The product moves
rapidly to the tips of branches distorting and killing the terminal
buds and the entire tree. Grass clippings and affected tree parts
should not be used as compost as this can cause symptoms. The
EPA issued a ‘stop sale’ of this product in early 2011 but symptoms
may continue into next season. See the following websites for
more info:
• http://www.imprelis-facts.com/
• http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/regulating/imprelis.html
• http://extension.missouri.edu/p/AGW1016
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PHC INSPECTIONS: A GOOD SERVICE
Each fall our Plant Health Care (PHC) Technicians inspect the properties and landscapes of all clients that contract our
PHC program. Since they have been managing your trees and shrubs throughout the summer, they are able to detect
changes and/or problems and make recommendations for correcting any problems. Fall is a great time to assess plant
health. As the trees go into dormancy, stress symptoms readily appear, as in foliage color, shoot or twig elongation,
insect damage, etc.
Kudos to our PHC staff, and their excellent training, as they diagnosed borer problems, spruce needle cast diseases, etc.
in the early stages, and made recommendations. Keeping your trees healthy is the goal of our PHC program and early
diagnosis of problems is exceedingly important.

SWEETGUM BALL REDUCTIONS
MFS has been regularly using treatments for reducing the quantity of seed balls in
Sweetgum trees. Sweetgum flowering and fruit production are very much dependent on
local weather conditions. In order for our spray to work at its maximum potential there
is a narrow window of time where the weather conditions and the timing of the sprays
must be in line. This usually begins in the first two weeks of April. Let us know if you are
considering getting your Sweetgum trees treated as soon as possible so that we can make
full preparations for their treatment.

JAPANESE BEETLES
We are predicting to see a rebound in the Japanese beetle population this year. Last year the adult population in the
early summer was relatively calm. However during the late spring and early summer we saw ideal breeding conditions.
Be prepared to see them beginning in late May.
At MFS we have been having excellent results with systemic products to treat Lindens and other species that typically
suffer the most damage. Like any other products we use, timing of the application is critical to get effective seasonal
control. Let us know if you are interested in any of these pest management solutions as soon as possible to get your
application scheduled!

Japanese Beetle
Life Cycle &
Treatment
The beetles eggs
mature into
grubs in late
summer over a
period of about
30 days.

Treatment:

As the fall
approaches the
beetles dig
deeper
underground
to overwinter.

The key to successful Japanese beetle control
is to know their life cycle. MFS has two
methods to manage these pests.
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The adult beetles emerge from underground
in late May to June and begin feeding on
plant foliage. Once they find suitable food
they begin breeding.

The beetles then
lay their eggs
underground
where the cycle
begins next year.

1. Some species such as Lindens can benefit from
the use of systemic products. These products
must be applied to the plant prior to the
emergence of the adults. They offer longer
seasonal control.

2. Spot sprays can
be used at
regularly timed
applications or an
as needed basis.
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NEW PEST(S) OUTLOOK - WHAT STINKS?
Brown Marmorated Stink Bug:

Many entomologists
agree that this could be one of the worst pests we have ever seen.
Not only is it a major pest of many garden and agricultural crops it
also swarms in sunny warm locations in the late fall where it looks
for places to overwinter. This could be a problem as the insects
enter into homes and garages through windows, cracks, and vents.
It is currently well established in and around Pennsylvania and the
Virginias and is spreading westward. It has been found in isolated
places in Central and Northern Illinois.
Oh and the stink part...These insects can emit a mild odor if
handled. They use this as a defense mechanism to protect them
from predators. They are not too bad individually but if combined
in a large population the odor can be a bit more noticeable.

Image to the right: adult Brown Marmorated Stink Bug. Courtesy of Bugwood Forestry Network: David R. Lance USDA APHIS

Thousand Cankers Disease (of Walnut trees): This is a fungal disease that forms many small cankers
which inhibit the flow of water and nutrients in a tree’s vascular system. Eventually the infected tree will die from
lack of water. It is transmitted by the walnut twig beetle. Thousand Cankers is spreading from the West coast where
it is well established and in several isolated states in the East including Tennessee, the Virginias, and Pennsylvania.
Although it has not yet been found in Missouri, the state is enforcing a quarantine zone against importing
Walnut wood that could transport the disease. More information on this disease and spread can be found at:
http://www.thousandcankers.com

DOGWOOD PROBLEMS: MFS DONATES LABOR FOR A GOOD CAUSE.
The technical staff of MFS found and identified (lab analysis confirmed)
the lethal form of Dogwood Anthracnose (Discula destructiva) on a
dogwood in the metro area. The U.S. Missouri Department of Agriculture
inspectors confirmed the infection and found that the disease had spread
to dogwoods on three adjoining properties and demanded inspectors
dispose of the infected trees. The Department of Agriculture had no
funds to accomplish this task. Metropolitan Forestry Services felt that
the situation needed immediate action and volunteered our manpower
and equipment. The infected dogwoods had to be surgically removed
without spreading any leaves or sawdust. Tarps were spread out under
the trees to catch any sawdust, leaves, and wood during the removal.
The wood and branches were hauled into covered trucks, as chipping
would have spread dust into the air. The debris was transported to an
approved landfill with a highlift waiting to bury the wood, all under the
watchful eye of the Department of Agriculture Inspector. The trucks
and tools were washed to clean away any infected wood particles.
This disease was first identified several years ago on the East Coast.
Quarantines were set up to slow its spread. Some infected nursery stock
had been previously identified and disposed of. This disease is terminal
for flowering dogwood as it infects all parts of the tree. The Department
of Agriculture will continue to monitor the situation.
Several species of dogwood are known for having more resistance to this disease, such as Kousa dogwood
(Cornus kousa) and many of the hybrids between Kousa and flowering dogwood.
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CO-DOMINANT LEADERS
Recently, high winds have broken down many trees
in our landscapes. The most breakage has occurred
in trees with co-dominant leaders that are poorly
attached or very narrow branch angled crotches.
The combination of a narrow ‘V’ shaped crotch
with ‘included’ bark can be a problem and could
potentially fail. If half of the crown breaks out from
this pattern it generally will ruin the tree. If detected
early in the tree’s development poor branching can
be corrected by pruning out the weakest leader. If
cracks or weak crotches are detected late in the tree’s
development pruning, cabling, and bracing hardware
can be used to support the branches. Arborists have
been cabling branches successfully for 100 years!
It is an art that needs to be done correctly for the
cables to support the heavy weight of the wood and
leaves. The cables can rarely be seen even if you know
they are there. Give us a call if we can help.
Image to the right: N. Red Oak with included bark running down the trunk.
Courtesy of Joseph O’Brian, USDA Forest Service
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Cabling - 1,2,3!
1. A careful inspection should be
made to determine if a tree could
benefit from cabling.
2. The cables are installed in the upper
canopy to insure a balance between
canopy flexibility and strength. A rod
may also be needed to hold together
the lower portion of the trunk.
3. Once installed the cables can rarely
be seen if at all.

PLANT CARE: AZALEAS
Azaleas are fantastic plants in our area but do require some
care to keep them looking their best.
• Always prune after they have finished blooming. But try to
do this before the heat of the summer arrives.
• Fertilize after the blooms begin to fade. Azaleas generally
benefit from a well balance fertilizer with a mild acid solution.
Ask us about what we use!
• Mulch!
• Make sure the azaleas get enough water during the growing
season. Usually about an inch a week is optimal.
• Finally make sure that the area where the plants are has good
drainage. These plants absolutely do not like wet feet!
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Its going to be spring soon and we, like many of you, can’t wait to get our gardening on! Call us strange but we really do like
the smell of soil. All this winter we have been thinking about new landscape tips, tricks, and ideas. We decided to include
them in this edition of Tree Talk as our ‘Spring Landscape Guide.’ We hope you can find it useful.
Let us know your 2012 landscape renovation plans! - The Staff at MFS

LANDSCAPE TRENDS FOR 2012
Every growing season presents new opportunities to design, plant, or re-arrange our home landscapes. Some of the
growing trends that we have seen in the last few years and expect to see in the next years are:
• With drier weather patterns, and less interest in irrigating our landscapes, the search for lower maintenance
and drought tolerant trees, shrubs, and perennials is growing. We like to think of this as planting ‘the right plant in
the right place.’ This is something we have always emphasized at MFS.
• Front yard gardens with a utilitarian focus such as vegetable, fruit, and herb production will continue to gain
popularity. Many of these can be integrated into an ornamental design or integrated into the existing landscape. Think
raspberry canes as a backdrop to colorful perennials in the front, apple trees as replacements to crabapples, or fences
draped with grapes providing screening from a neighbor’s property. The possibilities are limitless.
• As landscapes get bigger and trees shade out the grass below, maintaining that grass becomes more challenging. This
is also true with wet spots. We have seen a trend toward More Beds and Less Lawns recently. We suspect this will
continue in the future. Some folks don’t want to bother trying to establish grass where it just doesn’t grow. This usually
starts in the shady or wet areas and continues inward. Substitutes for lawn often include perennial or ground cover
beds, mulched areas, or even returning it to nature.

PLANT PROFILE: ‘GREEN GIANT’ ARBORVITAE
This fast growing evergreen tree is suitable for planting in the St. Louis
area. It’s a good alternative to Spruce and Pine trees. At MFS it is one
of our most requested plants!
• A Hybrid Plant: ‘Green Giant’ is a cross between Western Red Cedar
(Thuja plicata) and Japanese Arborvitae (Thuja standishii).
• Uses: Screening as they are evergreen and can be used in mass.
Windbreak to block cold winter winds. Shade as they grow quite
tall. Ornamentation as they have a fairly conical shape when they are
young with a fine foliage texture and can be used as a specimen.
• Size: up to 40 foot tall and 12 to 18 foot wide.

The 'Green Giant' Arborvitae is a fantastic
evergreen for the St. Louis region. It grows
vigorously to a medium size and maintains a dark
green color.

• Cultural Requirements: Low maintenance plant. Does not like
standing water or dry areas, but best in the middle. May require
some supplemental water in the driest parts of the summer. Supply 2
inches of mulch the first few years to help the roots adapt to the soil.
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TOP 10 BENEFITS OF USING MULCH IN THE LANDSCAPE
Mulch is great for your plants and helps maintain a clean natural look. As always we only recommend two to three
inches. Here are our top 10 reasons why we recommend using mulch in your landscape.
№ 1. Mulch insulates the ground. It keeps plant roots cool in the summer and warm in the winter.
№ 2. Mulch helps retain soil moisture, decreasing watering needs during hotter dryer summer months.
№ 3. Fresh mulch in the landscape brings cohesion to your planting beds. It kind-of ties it all together. A good
edge between the mulch and grass adds a sharp crisp edge and makes both look better. Shapes such as squares
and circles or sweeping edges further define your garden style.
№ 4. Mulch helps keep out the weeds.
№ 5. Decomposing mulch adds nutrients to the soil which plants use to photosynthesize and maintain good color
and flowers.
№ 6. Roots like mulch! Research shows plants that have mulch over
their roots develop finer root hairs and thus more vigor and better
response to pests and environmental stresses.
№ 7. Mulch covers up undesirable landscape features such as
landscape lighting wires, sprinkler heads, shrub trimmings, etc.
keeping the landscape nice and neat.
№ 8. Helps prevent erosion. Rain drops can dislodge and transport
soil particles. Mulch on top of soil absorbs the rain drop velocity and
prevents the soil from being taken away.
№ 9. A good separation between tree trunks and grass is a good
thing. Lawn mowers and string trimmers that get too close can
wound the base of the tree providing an opening for insects and
fungus to enter.
№ 10. Applying mulch to soils helps to relieve and prevent soil
compaction. This occurs by both padding foot traffic and providing
an ideal environment for microorganisms and worms that bump
around and tunnel creating more pore space in the soil.

We probably don't need to say it
but... this is too much mulch. Two
to three inches is fine, no more.
Image courtesy of Robert Benjamin,
Bugwood Forestry Network.

Still looking for more reasons to mulch your planting beds? Give us a call for any of your planting and bed
maintenance or mulching needs.

MFS Would Like to Hear From You!!!
We try to keep our newsletters and web page full of information that is useful for everyone in the St. Louis
region. Let us know if you have any comments on our newsletter 'Tree Talk' or our website, we would be
grateful to hear from you. Also let us know if you have any suggestions for topics that you would like to see
included in future publications!
Call us at: 636-394-6597 or e-mail at: mfs@metropolitanforestry.com
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PLANT HEALTH CARE PROPOSALS
We have recently sent out Plant Health Care Proposals for 2012. This comprehensive care
package addresses insect and disease management as well as provides services for root
and soil enhancement. When combined with proper cultural care methods such as
pruning and mulching, your landscape will be in excellent condition. This program
includes:

Services We
Provide:

• Tree Pruning
• Landscape Design
and Construction
• Vegetation Insect and
Disease Management
• Tree and Shrub Fertilization
• Tree and Stump Removals
• Landscape Evaluation,
Appraisals, and
Consultation

• Basic Insect Control- 3-4 spaced treatments designed to control leaf-eating
insects and mites commonly found on your trees and shrubs.
• Borer Control Program- Systemic injections and spot treatments specifically
designed for control of borers.
• Specialty Treatments- To target problems unique to your particular landscape
needs.
o Fungicides for Crabapple-Hawthorn, Austrian Pine, Scotch Pine, Spruce
o Holly and Boxwood Leafminer
o Sweetgum Ball Reduction
o Japanese Beetle spot sprays and systemic control
o Party Sprays for mosquito control
• Root Enhancement/Nutrient Program- To provide well balanced soil fertility and biological stability.

Even if you are not enrolled in the Basic Insect Control Program, we can treat individual plant health problems as needed.
However, if you are enrolled in this program we may be able to catch and treat the problem before they become too large
or difficult to manage.

RAISE THE BED
If you open just about any gardening book, magazine or other publication, many authorities praise on the merits of
herb and vegetable gardening in raised beds. We couldn’t agree more. In fact MFS has built and incorporated many
raised beds into landscapes throughout St. Louis. We think that a 4 foot by 8 foot space is ideal for a raised bed. If more
space is needed, then we like to build additional beds. Here are a few reasons why raised garden beds are so productive.
■ The elevated area provides drainage and lets you control how much water goes into the garden.
■ When you build ‘up’ you bring in new soil, which could include the right mix that you are looking for. We typically
use a soil mix with a lot of compost. This is great for many areas in the city and county which don’t have the ideal soils
for vegetable gardening.
■ Elevated surfaces make gardening easier because it brings the ground up to you. That means a little less bending
over.
■ You can now garden on unlevel ground, if it is constructed as terraces. See the picture below.
■ You can construct the shapes to fit just about any design style. With adequate work space in between rows and
with plenty of ‘reaching space’ to pull weeds. Think about the ‘geometry
of gardening’ and how squares and rectangles are used in
architecture.
■ Fencing can easily be incorporated around
the perimeter of the raised bed to keep
critters out of your garden.
■ They work great if you’re into the
“square-foot” gardening technique.
This helps to incorporate inter-planting
crops, rotating your plants from season
to season, and maximize your use of the
space from spring to summer to fall.
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Metropolitan Forestry Services, Inc.
502 Old State Road
Ballwin, MO 63021
(636)-394-6597

Find us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/MetropolitanForestry

Follow us on Twitter:
@MetroForestry.com

T R E E TA L K
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To Fertilize Or Not? The Final Word

WHITE PINES - FROM GREEN... TO YELLOW

There is much controversy and disagreement
regarding the application of tree fertilizers in
the landscape. Here’s the reality: Trees in the
forest get their nutrients from recycling of the
forest litter, rotting leaves, twigs, etc. Generally
speaking in the landscape leaves and twigs are
removed and turf grass is grown. As a result
there is no natural nutrient recycling and what
little nutrients are left are usually taken up by
turf grass. Additionally, fertilizing turf grass
does little to support the roots of trees.

Please take a look at your white pines if you have any in your landscape.
Throughout December many white pines have had a drastic reduction
in color. Some have turned very yellow. Healthy white pines should
have dark green color and needles 4 to 6 inches long. Some of the
color change can be caused by the crazy weather of the last season,
but many may also have major root die-back, which doesn’t allow
proper nutrient and water uptake, causing deficiencies (yellowing).
We may not know the extent of the problem until growth begins in
spring. Check out
our website for
updates.

Many trees in the landscape that are not
fertilized exhibit low vigor. Therefore it is
important that the cultural practice of applying
sensible amounts of tree fertilizer should be
implemented on a reoccurring basis. The
activity of our fertilizers closely mimics what
occurs on the forest floor. Our fertilizers are
designed to improve vigor and color. They are
not designed to push growth, but to enable it;
and in more mature trees, improve longevity.

Image to the right:
The sample to
the left is stressed
(shorter needles, off
color, thinner stems,
sparse foliage), the
sample to the right is
substantially healthier
(long needles, good
color, thicker stems, denser). How do your pines look?
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